Join us in Berlin – Register Now!

**Professor Brandenburg**, the world renowned expert on digital audio, also known as the father of the MP audio standards will present the opening keynote. He will also present a tutorial on “Audio and Acoustics Signal Processing: the Quest for High Fidelity Continues”.

“**At this conference you can see today’s new products at the IFA exhibition, and learn about tomorrow’s technologies from the presentations at the conference.**”

“**The networking opportunities provided me with invaluable contacts.**”

This conference has **11 high quality Keynotes** on topics that cover the current developments in the consumer electronics industry.

Two **panel discussions**, one will cover the IoT and its relation to consumer electronics. The other will cover the impact of consumer electronics on healthcare.

A **workshop** on “how to avoid the pitfalls of starting a technology company”

A **doctoral workshop** provides young researchers with the opportunity to improve on their research project.

**Registration includes admission to the IFA exhibition.**

**Tours to the TiME Lab** of the Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute, which provide a glimpse into the future!

**Over 100 presentations by world leading researchers** form some of the world’s leading consumer electronics companies and universities.

**40 poster presentations**, which give you the opportunity to discuss current developments with researchers!

**See you in Berlin!**

Register at [www.icce-berlin.org](http://www.icce-berlin.org)